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Abstract—We present preliminary results of a study on memory vulnerability detectors based on (static and/or dynamic) program analysis. Against a public suite of 520 C/C++ programs as benchmarks which cover 14 different vulnerability categories, we measured the performance of five state-of-the-art detectors in terms of effectiveness and efficiency. Our study revealed that with respect to the particular set of benchmarks we chose: (1) the effectiveness of these studied detectors varied widely: 66.7% to 100% precision, 0% to 100% recall, and 0% to 100% F1 per category, indicating most of the techniques worked extremely well on certain kinds of vulnerabilities yet quite poorly on others, (2) these detectors were generally quite efficient: despite a few outliers, the average (per benchmark) time costs were around one second, (3) except for between the most and least accurate detectors, other pairs of detectors did not have statistically significant and large differences in accuracy in our pair-wise statistical testing. We also share insights into the failures and successes of these detectors obtained from our case studies.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The pervasive and diverse presence of software vulnerabilities constitutes a major source of cybersecurity threats. Such vulnerabilities are also costly and highly consequential, having caused a loss of over 1.7 trillion dollars just in a single year [1].

As a response, a growing number of approaches are being developed to detect/discover software vulnerabilities, including penetration testing [2], [3], static/dynamic code analysis [4]–[7], and techniques based on data mining and machine learning [8], [9]. However, there have not been sufficient objective measurements and scientific comparisons of these techniques, which are necessary for systematically understanding the strengths and limitations of available solutions hence developing more advanced countermeasures against ever-diversifying and stealthy vulnerabilities.

Prior work on studying and/or comparing vulnerability defense techniques exists. Yet existing such studies typically evaluate the techniques based on how many vulnerabilities can be found without evaluating with respect to the vulnerability ground truth [3], [10]–[12]. As a result, the evaluation was incomplete in that precision and recall were not both measured. A few other studies focus on discussing detection capabilities comparatively from technical perspectives only, without empirical experiments or assessments [13]–[15]. In [16], the authors presented useful metrics for benchmarking vulnerability detectors without actually performing the benchmarking experiments. In addition, several studies address the study/comparison of vulnerability detection approaches particularly for web services [17] or SQL injection vulnerabilities [18]–[20] only. Among these domain-specific studies, [17], [19] used benchmarks with ground truth hence quantified precision and recall, but only for commercial tools as in [21]. Without knowing the technical details behind tools, it is difficult to deeply investigate and explain tool performance and the potential differences. As it stands, there is a lack of studies evaluating and comparing open-source vulnerability detectors, based on either static or dynamic analysis or both, reporting complete effectiveness measures (precision, recall, accuracy) while not limited to specific application domains (e.g., web or database applications).

To fill this gap, we are conducting a large-scale study of open-source vulnerability detectors, including those based on static, dynamic, and hybrid code analysis. This paper reports the methodology of and early findings from evaluating five state-of-the-art detectors [22]–[26] that all focus on memory vulnerabilities (i.e., those compromising memory safety) in C/C++ programs. We target this scope because (1) memory vulnerabilities represent a dominant class of vulnerabilities in modern software, and (2) C/C++ has been by far the most vulnerable language [27] yet also the language in which many critical software systems are written. We have evaluated the five chosen tools against 520 C/C++ benchmarks from a public benchmark suite [21] which cover 14 different categories of memory vulnerabilities, as guided by three research questions:

• **RQ1:** How effective are these detectors in terms of precision, recall, and accuracy?
• **RQ2:** How efficient are the detectors in terms of their cost for detecting vulnerabilities?
• **RQ3:** How do these detectors compare in terms of their detection accuracy?

Our study revealed that, for the benchmarks used, incorporating static analysis in vulnerability detection brought substantial accuracy benefits, especially compared to purely dynamic approaches, mainly because of the low recall of the latter. Meanwhile, different detectors showed varying strengths and limitations for different vulnerabilities: the F1 accuracy ranged wildly from 0% to 100% for individual vulnerability categories, and from 40.5% to 87.3% over all the benchmarks. Also in terms of accuracy, statistically significant and large differences were only found between the most and the least accurate detectors. All the detectors were highly efficient, costing less than one second on average per benchmark for
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Fig. 1: An overview of our study process flow.

In this section, we describe the design of our study, including benchmarks and vulnerability detectors used, study procedure followed, and metrics and measures considered.

Overview. Figure 1 gives an overview of the process flow of our study. We started with selecting benchmarks that are most relevant to our study focus (i.e., memory vulnerabilities), followed by choosing and setting up vulnerability detection tools that are capable of detecting memory vulnerabilities. We ensured the inclusion of both positive samples (i.e., benchmarks that are known to be vulnerable) and negative samples (i.e., benchmarks that are known to be not vulnerable) for the soundness of the study. Then, we took different approaches for tools of different workings/configurations. For static tools (i.e., those that are based on purely static code analysis and detect vulnerabilities by scanning the code of given programs without recompiling the code), we simply ran each tool against every benchmark (which was automated via scripts we developed) and then manually checked the outputs of the tool to compute statistics of results (i.e., effectiveness and efficiency metrics). For each tool that works via a compiler pass hence requires recompilation of given programs (referred to as compiler-based tools), we removed the optimization flags (in order to genuinely test the detector’s capabilities), built each benchmark with the tool (which performs the detection analysis during the recompilation), and then ran the rebuilt benchmark so that the tool can produce detection results. This process was also automated through our dedicated scripts. The result examination and metrics computation were done manually the same way as above. The process for runtime tools (i.e., those that are based on purely dynamic or hybrid analysis) is similar to that for compiler-based tools, except for that the benchmark needed not to be built with the tools but built normally.

After we finished all the manual results analysis and obtained statistics on tool effectiveness and efficiency, we performed in-depth case studies against chosen cases in order to gain deeper understanding about the effectiveness of the underlying vulnerability detector applied. These understandings allow us to explain why certain tools succeeded or failed in these cases.

Benchmarks. We used the Software-Analysis-Benchmark suite introduced by Shiraishi et al. in [21], which includes 638 positive samples and 638 corresponding negative samples in C/C++—each sample came with a vulnerable version and a corresponding non-vulnerable version (i.e., with the vulnerabilities fixed). While the authors originally curated the benchmarks for evaluating static analysis tools, we intended to see if and how well the vulnerabilities can be detected by tools based on purely dynamic or hybrid analysis as well.

These positive samples covered 51 categories of vulnerabilities (e.g., static/dynamic buffer overrun, stack overflow, data overflow, etc.), out of which we chose 14 categories that are most relevant to memory safety. Accordingly, we obtained 260 positive samples and the 260 associated negative samples. These 520 C/C++ programs formed the benchmark suite actually used in our study. Each benchmark came with the vulnerability ground truth, which enabled our effectiveness computation.

Tool/detector selection. For our study, we chose five code-analysis-based vulnerability detectors as follows.

- ADDRESSSANITIZER [24] is a memory error detector for C/C++ programs. It consists of a compiler instrumentation module based on LLVM [28] and a run-time library that replaces the malloc function.
- VALGRIND [22] is dynamic binary instrumentation framework. In this study, we used Memcheck, one of the tools built on top of the framework, which detects memory errors.
- MEMORYSANITIZER [25] is a vulnerability detector that can detect uninitialized memory reads in C/C++ programs. It provides a subset of the functionalities of VALGRIND/Memcheck but with higher efficiency.
- CBMC [26] is a bounded model checker that detects memory-safety vulnerabilities in C/C++ programs, checking against array bounds, use of pointers, and memory-related undefined behaviors, etc.
- DRMEMORY [23] is a memory monitoring tool that
identifies memory-related programming errors, such as accesses of uninitialized or unaddressable memory, double frees, memory leaks, and so on.

We chose these tools among others for two reasons. First, we wanted to cover different categories of code analysis approaches underlying the detection techniques, including those based on purely static analysis (CBMC), purely dynamic analysis (VALGRIND, DRMEMORY, MEMORYSANITIZER), and hybrid analysis combining static and dynamic analyses (ADDRESSSANITIZER). In addition, we intended to include at least one state-of-the-art, representative technique in each category. We selected more (three) dynamic approaches because, among the techniques we surveyed, most of those for which we can find publicly available tools were dynamic. Beyond approaches mainly based on code analysis, software vulnerability detection has also been addressed through data mining [8], [9] and machine learning [8] methods.

**Metrics and measures.** We considered two classes of metrics/measures for our study: *effectiveness* (i.e., performance) and *efficiency* (i.e., cost). For the effectiveness metric, we measured the precision, recall, and F1-measure as the accuracy metric. We computed these effectiveness measures both for each of the 14 vulnerability categories and for all the 520 benchmarks as a whole. For the efficiency metric, we measured the analysis time cost of each detector against each benchmark.

To compute the precision and recall, we examined the output of each detector against each benchmark, so as to manually identify true/false positives/negatives according to the ground truth available for the benchmark. Any vulnerabilities reported in a negative (normal) sample were counted as a false positive, and the sample was counted as a true negative if no vulnerabilities were reported with it. Any vulnerabilities reported in a positive (vulnerable) sample were counted as a true positive, and the sample was counted as a false negative if no vulnerabilities were reported with it. Once we obtained a precision and recall measure, the corresponding F1-measure was computed as $2*\text{precision} \times \text{recall}/(\text{precision} + \text{recall})$.

To compare effectiveness among these chosen detectors, we performed two statistical testing procedures concerning the F1 accuracy of each pair of tools: hypothesis testing to assess the statistical significance of the F1 difference between the pair, and effect size measurement to assess the size of the difference. In particular, we used the paired Wilcoxon signed-rank tests [29] to assess the significance (p value) at the 0.95 confidence level (i.e., $\alpha = .05$), and computed Cliff’s Delta [30] (in a paired setting with $\alpha = .05$) as effect size. In both analyses, the two groups compared were the per-vulnerability-category F1 values across the 14 categories between each pair of tools. We chose these analyses as they are non-parametric hence make no assumption about the normality of the distribution of underlying data points. Given a Cliff’s Delta value $d$, we interpret the effect size as follows [31]: effect size is negligible if $|d|\leq0.147$, small if $0.147<|d|\leq0.33$, medium if $0.33<|d|\leq0.474$, and large if $|d|>0.474$.

## III. Results

We present major findings with respect to each of our three research questions separately as follows.

A. RQ1: Effectiveness

Table I shows the recall, precision, and F1 accuracy (first row) of each of the five detectors chosen (second row) against each of the 14 vulnerability categories studied (first column). The size of a category is the number of benchmarks of that category used in the study: each category contains equal numbers of positive and negative samples. The results indicate that the detectors had mostly perfect precision, except for ADDRESSSANITIZER and CBMC against the stack underrun vulnerabilities. Noting that all the vulnerabilities reported by purely dynamic analysis based tools were true positives, a plausible explanation for the exception is that the static analysis involved introduced imprecision for the particular type of vulnerabilities. This confirms that stack overrun is challenging to detect statically.

Looking at the recall, however, revealed that quite some of the perfect-precision numbers were a result of zero recall—where there was no true vulnerability captured, the precision was trivially perfect. Generally, the recall was low with these detectors for many vulnerability categories. CBMC had relatively the highest recall, intuitively because of the general recall advantage of static analysis. Similarly, ADDRESSSANITIZER had the second best recall since it incorporates a static analysis phase. With the perfect precision in general, this led to these two tools having the highest F1 accuracy as well. The reason that dynamic analysis did not seem to bring accuracy benefits compared to static analysis for vulnerability detection here is probably because these vulnerabilities were purposely curated (to be detectable) for static analysis tools as noted earlier (where dynamic detection is not so much needed).

Overall, the effectiveness of these detectors varied widely: 66.7% to 100% precision, 0% to 100% recall, and 0% to 100% F1 per category, indicating most of the techniques worked extremely well on certain kinds of vulnerabilities yet quite poorly on others. A plausible reason for this large variation is that the detection techniques tend to focus purposely on particular kinds of vulnerabilities—detecting a greater variety of vulnerabilities would be much more challenging. The bottom row of the table shows the overall effectiveness computed by treating the entire benchmark suite as a whole: The two detectors with static analysis, CBMC and ADDRESSSANITIZER, achieved the highest F1 accuracy (87.3% and 77.7%, respectively), VALGRIND was the best-performing purely dynamic tool (62.4% F1), while MEMORYSANITIZER performed the worst (40.5% F1).

B. RQ2: Efficiency

Table II lists the per-benchmark average time costs incurred by each of the studied detectors, for each vulnerability category (third to sixteenth rows) and over all the 520 benchmarks (last row). The format is similar to Table I, except...
for that we show the costs for positive and negative samples separately—we intended to see if the presence/absence of vulnerabilities was correlated with higher/lower analysis costs. Each cost number included all relevant parts of the time spent (e.g., recompiling the benchmark if necessary). To help understand the run-time (slow-down) overheads incurred by run-time tools, the table (second and eighth columns) also lists the average original execution time per benchmark (Directly).

The numbers show that these detectors were generally extremely fast against the benchmarks used, costing about one second per benchmark in most cases. The reason is likely because these benchmarks are mostly simple, short programs—which also explains the negligible execution time of the original programs (i.e., the Directly column). The most costly cases (21 seconds), as highlighted in boldface, were mainly designed for evaluating static analysis tools [21].

### C. RQ3: Comparison

The results of our two statistical analyses are shown in Table III, where the cases with statistical significance or large effect size are highlighted in boldface. The numbers indicate that only CBMC was significantly more accurate than MEMORY_SANITIZER with a statistically large difference in terms of the F1 measure. This is consistent with the foregoing observation that CBMC had the highest, while MEMORY_SANITIZER had the lowest, accuracy according to our effectiveness results (Table I. Between MEMORY_SANITIZER and ADDRESS_SANITIZER, the accuracy difference was significant but not large (only with a medium effect size of 0.357): the negative sign means the accuracy of the second was lower than that of the first in respective pairs. In all other cases, the detectors contrasted were not significantly different in vulnerability detection accuracy, with respect to the benchmarks considered at least.

In sum, the only purely static detector was significantly more accurate than the weakest purely dynamic detector. This is again possibly a result of the fact that the benchmarks were mainly designed for evaluating static analysis tools [21].

### D. Case Studies

We have finished 13 of our case studies for understanding the reasons behind the successes and failures of particular
detectors against particular categories of vulnerabilities. From these case studies, we found that generally dynamic tools had better performance on heap and stack vulnerabilities while static tools performed better against vulnerabilities due to syntactic coding errors. Due to space limit, we only elaborate on one case below, which examines why VALGRIND had poor recall on our static buffer overrun benchmarks.

Listing 1: Snippets of two static buffer overrun benchmarks.

Listing 1 shows part of two benchmarks in this category, of which VALGRIND detected the vulnerability in the second but did not in the first, although the first seems easier to detect. The reason is because this detector, like DrMEMORY, is a purely dynamic detector, thus it did not check the static buffer size in code. Instead, it only checked whether the address being visited was valid in the stack or heap. In the first benchmark, buf[5] was still found as a valid memory block within the stack of the program, thus the vulnerability was missed. In the second, however, rand() returned a large number far beyond the size of the valid stack region of the program, thus the vulnerability was captured at runtime. Among the 52 positive samples in this category, only two were like the second benchmark and all others like the first. Thus, only the two out of 52 were successfully detected, hence the 3.7% recall.

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

As part of an ongoing study, we evaluated five memory vulnerability detectors against a public C/C++ benchmark suite. We found that the static detector chosen performed the best in terms of detection accuracy (mainly due to its higher recall), while two dynamic detectors were faster than others (due to the underlying framework’s efficiency). Yet there were no statistically significant and large accuracy differences between most of these detectors. By considering more detectors and a much larger and more diverse set of benchmarks (mainly real-world programs), we are expanding our empirical study. We are also conducting more in-depth case studies to obtain more generalizable understandings about the reasons behind varied tool performance so as to distill practical and actionable recommendations for future vulnerability defense development.
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